The following Deep Water Fitness will need to be cancelled due to UGA Swimming & Diving Meets:

- 11/17 – 11/26
- 10/27 – 10/29

BodyPump on Friday should be Brooke B.

$1 abs should be Avalon

Friday Zumba should be Brooke C.

Thursday $1 abs should be Brooke

Zumba Wednesday at 8:15 pm should be Brooke C. in Studio D

Wednesday 6:30 $1 abs should end at 7 pm and in D

Wed 5:30 pm BodyPump should be Sam in B

Tuesday Cycle in the evening should be 7-7:45 pm with Cameron in D

Tuesday/Thursday Insanity should be Cameron in Studio D

Monday 8:15 pm Zumba needs to say Brooke C. and in Studio D

Monday 5:30 BodyPump Needs to say Studio B

WOD needs to have Melanie A./Victoria for Monday and Victoria for Wednesday

The BodyPump names at 7 am were all wrong. We wrote the proper ones next to them.